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Sample Itinerary

Warming up nicely...
Arrive at your hotel and check in
Get kitted out with top-quality rental
equipment
Relax over lunch... wow, what a view!
Hit the pistes for some powder action with
complimentary ski hosting
Warm up & chill out at the après-ski
Enjoy a delicious dinner at a top restaurant
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What a feeling!
Relax over breakfast
Head out for a full day skiing. Your instructors
& guides are waiting for you!
Get your breath back over a tasty lunch
It’s back to the pistes for more downhill action
Apres-ski... about time!
Take a private trip through the Mont Blanc
tunnel into Italy
Italian Job: Zip up a mountain by skidoo at
dusk, where a rustic feast awaits you followed
by dancing and a sip or two of the famous
Grolla, ski down by torchlight or skidoo back
down the mountain. Home-time!
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Piste and party
Power up over breakfast
Another day on the slopes, with your ski hosts
or instructors on-hand
A lazy lunch, followed by more skiing
Head to the après ski
Enjoy a sumptuous dinner. You’ve earned it!
Get your gladrags on for a night on the town
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“ I was fortunate to have
attended a Freshly Squeezed Events Ski
incentive last year in Europe and experienced
what was the best organised, least stressful,
most memorable sales incentive I have
been on. I would highly recommend
FSE. Looking forward to
the next event.”
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Homeward-bound
It’s your last day – but there’s still time for a
half-day skiing after breakfast
Make the most of your instructors and
mountain guides
A last lunch at the ski resort
Private transfer to the airport for your flight
home
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0845 688 4740
On top of the world!
Imagine gliding down a bright-white mountain... sledding through a
dense pine-forest... or skimming the peaks of world-famous
mountains such as the Matterhorn and Mont Blanc.
If you’re looking for an incentive with a difference, take a break from the
norm and head to The Alps with Freshly Squeezed Events. Our Alpine
Adventures are literally brimming with action and entertainment. And
with bespoke itineraries and a terrific choice of hotels throughout
Austria, Switzerland, France and Italy, we’ve got corporate entertaining
licked. Come on – the mountain’s waiting!

On-piste or off-piste?
The slopes of Europe have something for everyone. If you’re already a
skier or boarder (or a keen beginner), you’ll find it hard to tear yourself
away from the pristine pistes. And there’s plenty of action for non-skiers,
too: skidooing, husky-sledding, ice driving or diving, tobogganing, quad
biking, paragliding, and even scenic helicopter flights or just being
pampered in your hotel spa. Just make sure you’re back in time for the
après-ski - it’s the perfect way to relax and enjoy a few drinks with
colleagues or clients.

Action – come snow or shine
Winter activities not your bag? How about an action-packed weekend in
the spring or summer, instead? Freshly Squeezed Events organises
adrenaline-charged weekends with canyoning, hydro-speeding, rock
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climbing and mountain biking... all uniquely scheduled to run
alongside your off-site meetings or teambuilding sessions. We’ll help
you build an itinerary that’s perfect for you and your guests: all of the
action, with none of the headaches.

Freshly Squeezed Events has been wowing
the business world since 2005. We are experts in
running amazing incentives and incredible destinations,
around the world, all play host to our bespoke events.
We always push the boundaries to create ‘itineraries of a
lifetime’ so that we can execute something out of this
world for you. Our passionate team, years of experience,
unique insight and fantastic global
contacts enable FSE to deliver the
ultimate incentives.
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